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Resolve the multitude of microscale interactions
to holistically discretise the stochastically forced
Burgers’ partial differential equation
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Abstract
Constructing discrete models of stochastic partial differential equations is very delicate. Here we use modern dynamical systems theory
to derive spatial discretisations of the nonlinear advection-diffusion
dynamics of the stochastically forced Burgers’ partial differential equation. In a region of the domain far from any spatial boundaries,
stochastic centre manifold theory supports a discrete model for the
dynamics. The trick to the application of the theory is to divide the
physical domain into finite sized elements by introducing insulating internal boundaries which are later removed to fully couple the dynamical interactions between neighbouring elements. Burgers’ equation is
used as an example. The approach automatically parametrises the microscale, subgrid structures within each element induced by spatially
varying stochastic forcing. The crucial aspect of this work is that we
explore how a multitude of noise processes interact via the nonlinear
dynamics within and between neighbouring elements. Noise processes
with coarse structure across a finite element are the most significant
noises for the discrete model. Their influence also diffuses away to
weakly correlate the noise in the spatial discretisation. Further, the
nonlinearity in the dynamics has two consequences: the example additive forcing generates multiplicative noise effects in the discretisation;
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and effectively new noise sources are abstracted over the macroscopic
time scales resolved by the discretisation. The techniques and theory
developed here may be applied to discretise many dissipative stochastic partial differential equations.
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Introduction

I introduce a dynamical systems approach to constructing discrete models of
stochastic partial differential equations (spdes) by illustrating the concepts,
analysis and results for the definite example of the stochastically forced Burgers’ equation. The aim is to use dynamical systems theory and techniques
to ensure the accuracy, stability and efficiency of numerical discretisations of
spdes.
Furthermore, the sound methodology for modelling spdes presented here is
likely to be needed to underpin multiscale modelling of physical systems in future applications [15, e.g.]. For example, the gap-tooth scheme of Kevrekidis
et al. [22, 53, 54] is often implemented with particle simulators which are
inherently stochastic within each simulation element. Hence connecting elements with stochastic microscale dynamics is as important as connecting
elements with deterministic dynamics [50].
The non-dimensional stochastically forced Burgers’ equation
∂u
∂u
∂2u
+ αu
=
+ σφ(x, t) ,
∂t
∂x
∂x2

(1)

for a field u(x, t) evolving in time t in one spatial dimension is a prototype example for many physically important spdes. The Burgers’ spde (1) includes
the mechanisms of dissipation, uxx, nonlinear advection/steepening, uux,
with nonlinearity parameter α, and the stochastic forcing φ(x, t) with strength
parameter σ. Blömker et al. [4] analogously explored the rigorous modelling of the stochastically forced Swift–Hohenberg equation by a stochastic
Ginzburg–Landau equation as a prototype spde in a class of pattern forming
stochastic systems. Due to the forcing over many length and time scales, a
spde typically has intricate spatio-temporal dynamics. Numerical methods
to integrate stochastic ordinary differential equations are known to be delicate and subtle [26, e.g.]. We surely need to take considerable care for spdes
as well [23, 59, e.g.].
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For example, consider the forced diffusion equation obtained from the Burgers’ spde (1) with nonlinearity parameter α = 0 . The simplest finite difference approximation in space on a regular grid in x, say Xj = jh for some
constant grid spacing h, is
U̇j =

Uj+1 − 2Uj + Uj−1
+ σφ(Xj, t) ,
h2

where the overdot denotes the derivative d/dt, and Uj is the value of the
field u(x, t) at the grid points Xj. However, the analysis of Section 3 recommends we use instead
q

q
q
Uj+1 − 2Uj + Uj−1
1
5
7
2^
+σ
U̇j ≈
ψ − 24 5 (ψj+1 − 2ψj + ψj−1) + 7 ψj ,
7 j
h2
(2)
^ j. The rationale is that the spatial
see (31), for some noise processes ψj and ψ
diffusion on the subgrid scale between the grid points weakly correlates the
noise that should be applied to each grid value. Thus the point sample φj of
^ j which
the noise φ should be replaced by two components: a component ψ
is uncorrelated across the grid points; and a component ψj which has an
influence distributed over the evolution of three neighbouring grid values.
In order to find these interactions between noise and diffusion, we account
explicitly for subgrid scale physical processes.
Centre manifold theory has wonderful characteristics for creating low dimensional models of dynamical systems (see the book by Carr [8] for a good
introduction). It addresses the evolution of a dynamical system in a neighbourhood of a marginally stable fixed point; based upon the linear dynamics
the theory guarantees that an accurate low-dimensional description of the
nonlinear dynamics may be deduced. The theory is a powerful tool for the
modelling of complex dynamical systems [9, 10, 32, 37, 21, e.g.] such as
dispersion [52, 31, 58, e.g.], thin fluid films [11, 38, 41, e.g.] and other applications discussed in the review [39]. I apply the stochastic centre manifold
theory of Boxler [5] to the discretisation of Burgers’ spde (1).

1.1

Divide space into discrete finite elements

The method of lines discretises a pde in space x and integrates in time
as a set of ordinary differential equations, sometimes called a semi-discrete
scheme [19, 20, e.g.]. Similarly, we only discuss the spatial discretisation
of the Burgers’ spde (1) and treat the resulting set of stochastic ordinary
Tony Roberts, May 22, 2006
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differential equations, such as (2), as a continuous time, stochastic dynamical
system.
Place the discretisation of the nonlinear Burgers’ spde (1) within the purview
of stochastic centre manifold theory by the following artifice. Let equi-spaced
grid points at xj be a distance h apart. Then the jth element is notionally
|x − Xj| < h/2 . Form the elements by introducing the artificial internal
boundary conditions (ibcs)


uj(Xj±1, t) − uj(Xj, t) = γ uj±1(Xj±1, t) − uj(Xj, t) ,
(3)
where uj(x, t) denotes the subgrid scale field of the jth element. The coupling parameter γ controls the flow of information between adjacent elements:
when γ = 0 , adjacent elements are decoupled; when γ = 1 , the field in the
jth element must extrapolate to the neighbouring elements’ field at their grid
point. I proved [44] these ibcs ensured discrete models are consistent with
linear deterministic pdes to high order in small element size h; all examples also show these ibcs produce high order consistency for the nonlinear
dynamics but no proof yet exists.

1.2

Model nonlinear stochastic dynamics

Via the analysis of Sections 4 and 5, a low accuracy discrete model of the
nonlinear dynamics of the stochastically forced Burgers’ spde (1) is
U̇j ≈

1
− 2Uj + Uj−1) − α Uj(Uj+1 − Uj−1)
 2h
2
8h
2h
+ σ φj,0 − α 2 φj,1Uj − α2 4 φj,2U2j + .01643α2h2σ2Uj , (4)
π
3π

1
(1 +
h2 

1 2 2 2
α h Uj )(Uj+1
12

when the subgrid scale noise within each element is truncated to the first
three Fourier modes:
φ(x, t) = φj,0(t) + φj,1(t) sin[π(x − Xj)/h] + φj,2(t) cos[2π(x − Xj)/h] .
The first line of the discretisation (4) is the so-called holistic discretisation
for the deterministic Burgers’ equation which has good properties on finite
sized elements [42]; in particular, see that the nonlinearly enhanced diffusion
enhances the stability of the scheme for non-small field u. The second line
of the discretisation (4) approximates some of the influences of the forcing
noise: observe that the nonlinearity in the subgrid scale dynamics of Burgers’
Tony Roberts, May 22, 2006
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equation transforms the additive noise forcing of the spde (1) into multiplicative noise components in the discretisation. Simple modelling schemes miss
such multiplicative noise terms because they do not resolve the subgrid scale
processes.
Stochastic forcing generates high wavenumber, steep variations, in spatial
structures. Stable implicit time integration very rapidly damps such decaying modes, yet through a form of stochastic resonance a reasonably accurate
resolution of the life-time of these modes may be important on the large
scale dynamics. For example, the discrete model (4) includes a term proportional to σ2Uj that arises from the self-interactions of noise, as flagged
by the σ2 factor and discussed in Section 5.3; here this term demonstrates
that subgrid microscale noise interactions destabilise the equilibrium u = 0 .
Herein the term “stochastic resonance” includes phenomena where stochastic
fluctuations interact with each other and themselves through nonlinearity in
the dynamical system to generate not only long time drifts but also potentially to change stability [27, 5, 17, 47, 57, e.g.]. Consequently, numerical
discretisation, such as (4), with large space-time grids must resolve subgrid
microscale structures to achieve efficiency without sacrificing the subtle interactions that take place between the subgrid scale structures, such as those
seen in the noise correlations in (2).
Centre manifold theory supports the large time macroscopic modelling of detailed stochastic microscopic dynamics. For example, Knobloch & Wiesenfeld [27] and Boxler [5, 6] explicitly used centre manifold theory to support the
modelling of sdes and spdes. Boxler [5] proves that “stochastic center manifolds, share all the nice properties of their deterministic counterparts.” Many,
such as Berglund & Gentz [3], Blömker, Hairer & Pavliotis [4] and Kabanov
& Pergamenshchikov [25], use the same separation of time scales that underlies the application of centre manifolds to form and support low-dimensional,
long time models of sdes and spdes that have both fast and slow modes.
Centre manifold theory also supports the discretisation on finite sized grids
of deterministic partial differential equations [42, 44, 28, 43, 45, 29]. By
merging these two applications of centre manifold theory we model spdes
with sound theoretical support, as described in Section 2. Coupling many
finite elements together forms macroscale discrete models of spdes such as
(2) and (4). The fiendish complication is to account for noise and its dynamics which are distributed independently across space as well as time, both
within a finite element and between neighbouring finite elements. Computer
algebra [49] handles the details of the nonlinear subgrid dynamics and the
inter-element interactions.
Tony Roberts, May 22, 2006
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Note three aspects throughout this work.

• We discuss the forcing φ(x, t) as a white noise, that is, φ(x, t) is delta
correlated in both space and time. Although computational limitation
often require the truncation to a few Fourier modes as in (4). However, most of the analysis and models in Sections 2–4 also hold for
deterministic forcing φ(x, t).
• Interpret all noise processes and all stochastic differential equations in
the Stratonovich sense so that the rules of traditional calculus apply.
Thus the direct application of this modelling is to physical systems
where the Stratonovich interpretation is the norm.
• Consider the Burgers’ spde (1) in the interior of a domain large enough
so the boundaries are far enough away to be immaterial. Equivalently,
the analysis may be in a domain with periodic boundary conditions.
The crucial aspect is that the analysis throughout assumes space and
time are homogeneous (the stochastic forcing φ(x, t) is statistically
homogeneous) so that the resultant discretisations are homogeneous as
seen in (2) and (4).

2

Centre manifold theory underpins modelling

I detail one way to place the spatial discretisation of spdes within the
purview of stochastic centre manifold theory. Then the theory assures us
of the existence and relevance of the discrete models constructed in later
sections. The stochastic forced Burgers’ equation (1) serves as a definite
example of a broad class of nonlinear, dissipative spdes.
We base the discrete modelling upon the dynamics when: firstly, the noise
is absent, σ = 0 ; secondly, each element is decoupled from its neighbours,
γ = 0 ; and lastly, the nonlinearity is negligible, α = 0 . When σ = γ = α = 0
the dynamics of Burgers’ spde (1) with coupling conditions (3) reduce to that
of linear diffusion within each element insulated from its neighbours.
∂u
∂2u
=
∂t
∂x2

such that u(Xj±1, t) = u(Xj, t) .

(5)

The discrete coupling conditions (3) and their linearisation in (5) are most
convenient for the construction of the discrete model. However, theory is
Tony Roberts, May 22, 2006
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most conveniently applied using the equivalent coupling conditions
i
h
∂uj
±h
= γ Auj±1|x=Xj±1 − Auj|x=Xj ,
∂x x=Xj ±h/2

(6)

where the near identity operator
A=

±h∂x
= 1 ∓ 21 ∂x +
exp(±h∂x) − 1

1 2
∂
12 x

−

1 4
∂
720 x

+

1
∂6
30240 x


+ O ∂8x .

All discussions of theoretical support for the discretisation use the element
coupling conditions (6) instead of the computationally convenient (3).
The theory also needs a definite domain. Thus all discussions of theoretical
support use a domain in space coordinate x of some length L. The boundary
conditions are that the field u(x, t) is to be L periodic in x. Divide the
domain into M elements of equal and finite length h = L/M . The grid point
x = Xj is the mid-point of the jth element.
Using the coupling conditions (6), instead of (5) the base problem is the
diffusion dynamics on each of the M elements with insulating boundary conditions:
∂2u
∂u
=
∂t
∂x2

such that

±h

∂u
= 0 at x = Xj ± 21 h .
∂x

(7)

This base problem has solution in each element composed of modes u ∝
csn kθ exp(−βkt) where: firstly, the Fourier modes
csn kθ =

cos kθ , for even k,
sin kθ , for odd k;

(8)

secondly, the integer k is the subgrid scale wavenumber; thirdly, θ = π(x −
Xj)/h measures subgrid position relative to the grid point within each element—
the jth element lies between θ = ±π/2 ; and lastly, the kth mode decays with
rate
π2k2
(9)
βk = 2 , k = 0, 1, 2, . . . .
h
The k = 0 mode, u is constant in each element, is linearly neutral as its
decay rate β0 = 0 , and thus forms the basis of the long term model.
Decompose the noise within each element as a linear combination of the
fundamental Fourier modes (8):
φ(x, t) =

∞
X

φj,k(t) csn kθ ,

for |x − Xj| < h/2 ,

(10)

k=0
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where φj,k denotes the noise process of the kth wavenumber in the jth element. Assume the set of processes {φj,k} are independent. The components
of the forcing noise (10) with wavenumber k ≥ 1 are orthogonal to the neutral basic mode of the field u being constant in each element. Consequently,
simple numerical methods, such as Galerkin projection onto the basic mode,
would ignore the “high wavenumber” modes, k ≥ 1 , of the noise (10) and
hence completely miss subtle but important subgrid and inter-element interactions such as those seen in the models (2) and (4). Instead, the systematic
nature of centre manifold theory accounts for the subgrid scale interactions
as a power series in the noise amplitude σ, the inter-element coupling γ and
the nonlinearity α from the deterministic base (7).
A stochastic centre manifold exists The nonlinear forced Burgers’
spde (1) with inter-element coupling conditions (6) linearises to the diffusionpde (7). This linear pde has M eigenvalues of zero and all the other
eigenvalues are negative, namely
the stable eigenvalues ≤ −β1 = −π2/h2 .

(11)

After adjoining the three trivial des dǫ/dt = 0 , where ǫ = (σ, γ, α) ,
stochastic centre manifold theory [5, Theorem 5.1 and 6.1] assures us that
in some finite neighbourhood of (u, ǫ) = (0, 0) there exists an M + 3 dimensional stochastic centre manifold where the field in the jth element is
u = uj(U(t), x, t, ǫ) where the jth component Uj of vector U measures the
amplitude of the neutral mode in the jth element. For example, we endeavour
to define the amplitude
Uj = uj(U, Xj, t, ǫ) ,

(12)

then an example low accuracy approximation to the centre manifold is simply
the deterministic Lagrangian interpolation within each element:
uj = Uj + γ 21 (θ/π)(Uj+1 − Uj−1) + γ 12 (θ/π)2(Uj+1 − 2Uj + Uj−1) + · · · . (13)
Of the dimensions of the stochastic centre manifold, M dimensions arise
from the one neutral mode within each of the M elements, and three dimensions arise from the dependence upon the three parameters ǫ = (σ, γ, α) .
On the stochastic centre manifold the amplitudes Uj evolve according to
U̇j = gj(U, t, ǫ) for some function gj. Unfortunately, there is a caveat:
Boxler’s [5] theory is so far developed only for finite dimensional systems
which satisfy a Lipschitz condition. Here, the spde (1) is infinite dimensional
Tony Roberts, May 22, 2006
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and the nonlinear advection uux involves the unbounded operator ∂/∂x.
Nonetheless, Blömker et al. [4, Theorem 1.2] rigorously proved the existence
and relevance of a stochastic Ginzburg–Landau model to the ‘infinite dimensional’ stochastic forced Swift–Hohenberg pde; further, Caraballo, Langa &
Robinson [7] and Duan, Lu & Schmalfuss [18] proved the existence of invariant manifolds for a wide class of ‘infinite dimensional’ reaction-diffusion
spdes; they built on earlier work on inertial manifolds in spdes by Bensoussan & Flandoli [2]. Future theoretical developments should rigorously
support this approach.
However, in the interim, a way to proceed is via a type of shadowing argument [48]. The rapid dissipation of high wavenumber modes in (1), the
spectrum λ = −π2k2/h2 for wavenumber k, ensures that the dynamics of the
spde (1) is close to finite dimensional. By modifying the spatial derivatives
in (1) to have a high wavenumber cutoff, the dynamics of the spde (1) is
effectively that of a Lipschitz, finite dimensional system. The theorems of
Boxler [5] then rigorously apply. Indeed, in constructing the centre manifold
model of the nonlinear dynamics of Burgers’ spde (1), in Section 4, I am
compelled by computational limitations to resort to projecting the dynamics
within each element onto a finite number of Fourier modes. This projection
immediately transforms Burgers’ spde (1) into a finite dimensional, Lipschitz system to which Boxler’s [5] theory applies. That is, when we analyse
the difficult nonlinear dynamics, the projection onto a nearby system by the
Fourier truncation also enables rigorous theoretical support.
The centre manifold model captures the dynamics The second key
theorem of stochastic centre manifolds is that the evolution on the centre
manifold, such as that described by (2) or (4), do capture the long term
dynamics of the original stochastic spde (1). The Stichastic Relevance
Theorem 7.1(i) [5] assures us that all nearby solutions of the spde (1) exponentially quickly in time approach the stochastic centre manifold u =
uj(U(t), x, t, ǫ) , such as the low accuracy approximation (13). But crucially
the theorem also guarantees that the evolution of the trajectories approaching the centre manifold also approaches exponentially quickly the evolution
of a trajectory on the centre manifold. That is, the evolution on the stochastic centre manifold, such as (2) or (4), faithfully describes the evolution of all
solutions of Burgers’ spde (1) in some neighbourhood of the stochastic centre manifold. (This property has been called “asymptotic completeness” [51]
in deterministic systems.) Thus, in this context, the centre manifold model
forms a discrete model that describes all the dynamics of Burgers’ spde (1)
Tony Roberts, May 22, 2006
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apart from exponentially decaying transients. This amazing theoretical support for the model holds at finite element size h.
The Stochastic Relevance Theorem 7.1(i) [5] also asserts that the rate of
decay to the centre manifold may be estimated by the gravest subgrid scale
mode, here sin θ exp(−β1t) . Thus on times significantly larger than a cross
element diffusion time h2/π2, the exponential transients decay and the centre
manifold model describes the dynamics of Burgers’ spde (1).
However, there are two significant caveats. Firstly, although the asymptotic
series we do construct are global in the grid value amplitudes Uj, they are
local in the parameters ǫ = (σ, γ, α) . Thus the rigorous theoretical support
only applies in some finite neighbourhood of ǫ = 0 . At this stage we have
little information on the size of that neighbourhood. In particular we need
to evaluate the model when γ = 1 to recover a model for when the elements
are fully coupled together; thus we desire γ = 1 to be in the finite neighbourhood of validity. This has been demonstrated for the deterministic Burgers’
equation [42], but not yet for the stochastic case. Secondly, we cannot construct the stochastic centre manifold and the evolution thereon exactly; it
is difficult enough constructing asymptotic approximations such as the low
order accuracy models (2) and (4). Thus the models we develop and discuss
have an error due to the finite truncation of the asymptotic series in the small
parameters ǫ.
For example, the truncation in powers of the coupling parameter γ controls
the width of the computational stencil for the discrete models. The communication between adjacent elements occurs through the coupling conditions
(3) or (6) moderated by the coupling parameter γ. Thus nearest neighbour
elements interactions are flagged by terms in γ1, whereas interactions with
next to nearest neighbouring elements are occur as γ2 terms, and so on for
higher powers.
The low accuracy models (2) and (4) are constructed with

2
error O γ and so summarise the interactions between the dynamics in an
element and those of its two immediate neighbours.
In a nonlinear system the noise processes interact with each other and themselves. Such interactions generate mean drift effects explored in Section 5.
Thus Section
 4 computes asymptotic solutions of Burgers’ spde (1)2 to er3
rors O σ so we retain the crucial self-interaction noise terms in σ . But
dealing with nonlinear stochastic dynamics is very complicated and so Section 3 first introduces some of the techniques in the considerably simpler
example of stochastically forced diffusion.
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Construct a discrete model of diffusion in
a memoryless normal form

This section explores the discretisation of the non-dimensional stochastically
forced diffusion equation
∂2u
∂u
=
+ σφ(x, t) .
∂t
∂x2

(14)

This forced diffusion dynamics is the special case of Burgers’ spde (1) when
the nonlinearity parameter α = 0 .
The main reason for first investigating the dynamics of the spde (14) is
that the dynamics are linear. Many of the methods are significantly easier to
explore in this linear diffusion instead of the nonlinear Burgers’ dynamics. We
explore how to construct a stochastic centre manifold model of the discretised
dynamics. The resulting models show how diffusion of noise processes within
and between adjacent elements spatially correlate noise in the discretisation
as seen in (2).

3.1

Iteration converges to the asymptotic series

The centre manifold approach establishes that the long term dynamics of a
spde such as Burgers’ equation (1) or the diffusion equation (14) may be
parametrised by a measure of the solution in each element, here called Uj.
Arnold et al. [1] investigated stochastic Hopf bifurcations this way, and
Schoner & Haken’s [55] slaving principle is equivalent. However, most modellers of sdes generate models with convolutions over fast time scales of the
noise [47, §2, e.g.]. Here we simplify the model tremendously by removing such ‘memory’ convolutions as originally developed for sdes by Coullet,
Elphick & Tirapegui [13], Sri Namachchivaya & Lin [35], and Roberts &
Chao [12, 47].
As discussed in Section 2, centre manifold theory supports the discretisation.
The construction theorem only depends upon finding a model for which the
residuals of the governing equations are of some specified order of smallness:
Boxler [5, Theorem
8.1] assures us that if we satisfy the spde (14) to some

residual O ǫq , then the stochastic centre manifold
and the evolution thereon

q
have the same order of error, namely O ǫ . Recall that the noise intensity σ
and the inter-element coupling γ are the small parameters in the asymptotic
Tony Roberts, May 22, 2006
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series forming the model of the diffusion. Because the critical aspect of
constructing the centre manifold model is simply the ultimate order of the
residual of the spde (14), the specific details of the computation are not
recorded here. Instead computer algebra [49] performs all the details. Here
I report on critical steps in the method.
Consider the task of iteratively constructing [40] a stochastic model for
the spde (14). We seek solutions such that in the jth element the field
u = uj(U, x, t, ǫ) = Uj + · · · such that the vector of amplitudes U evolve
according to some prescription U̇j = gj(U, t, ǫ) , such as (2). The steps in
the construction proceed iteratively. Suppose that at some stage we have
some asymptotic approximation to the model, then the next iteration is to
seek small corrections, denoted uj′ and gj′, to improve the asymptotic approximation. As the iterations proceed, the small corrections uj′ and gj′ get
systematically smaller, that is, of higher order in the small parameters ǫ
of the asymptotic series. As explained in [40], substitute u = uj + uj′ and
U̇j = gj + gj′ into the spde (14), then linearise the problem for uj′ and gj′
by dropping products of small corrections. Thus obtain that the corrections
should satisfy
∂uj′ ∂2uj′
−
+ gj′ = residual(14) .
(15)
∂t
∂x2
Here the “residual” is the residual of the spde (14) evaluated for the currently
known asymptotic approximation. In addition, the inter-element coupling
conditions (3) provide boundary conditions for uj′ : substitute u = uj + uj′
into (3); linearise by dropping small γuj′ terms; and obtain that the correction
pde (15) needs to be solved with the boundary conditions
uj′ (Xj±1, t) − uj′ (Xj, t) + residual(3) = 0 .

(16)

For example, suppose at some stage we had found the deterministic part of
the model in the jth element was that of classic Lagrangian interpolation



uj(x, t) = Uj + γ 21 (θ/π)2δ2 + (θ/π)µδ Uj + O σ + γ2

γ
such that
U̇j = 2 δ2Uj + O σ + γ2 ,
(17)
h
where throughout this article the discrete difference and mean operators [36,
p.65, e.g.] reduce the algebraic length of expressions, respectively

δUj = Uj+1/2 − Uj−1/2 and µUj = 12 Uj+1/2 + Uj−1/2 .
Then using (17) in the next iteration, the diffusion equation’s
residual(14) = −

∞
X

γ2 
3
2 4
1
(θ/π)µδ
+
(θ/π)
δ
U
+
σ
φj,k(t) csn kθ , (18)
j
2
h2
k=0
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whereas the coupling conditions have
residual(3) = 0 .

3.2

(19)

Corrections from a simple residual

Now explore how to solve (15–16) for corrections given some residual such
as (18–3). The terms in the residual split into two categories, as is standard
in singular perturbations:
• Each component in csn kθ for k ≥ 1 causes no great difficulty; we
include a corresponding component in the correction uj′ to the field in
proportion to csn kθ—when the coefficient of csn kθ in the residual is
time dependent the component in the correction uj′ is Zkφj,k(t) csn kθ
in which the operator Zk denotes convolution over past history with
exp[−βkt], namely
Zt
Zkφ = exp[−βkt] ⋆ φ(t) =
exp[−βk(t − τ)]φ(τ) dτ ;
(20)
−∞

recall that βk = k2π2/h2 is the (positive) decay rate (9) of the kth mode
within each element.
• But any component constant across the element, such as σφj,0(t) in
this iteration with residual (18), must cause a contribution to the evolution correction gj′ , here simply gj′ = σφj,0 , as no uniformly bounded
component in uj′ can match a constant component of the residual—this
is the standard solvability condition for singular perturbations.
• Note that, as in previous research on deterministic systems [40, 44, e.g.],
the deterministic part of the residual is decomposed into the above two
components without explicitly invoking the Fourier transform.
For example, with the residuals (18–19) the corresponding corrections gj′ and uj′
improve (17) to


uj(x, t) = Uj + γ 21 (θ/π)2δ2 + (θ/π)µδ Uj


1
+ γ2 61 ((θ/π)3 − (θ/π))µδ3 + 24
((θ/π)4 − (θ/π)2)δ4 Uj
∞
X

+σ
Zkφj,k csn kθ + O σ3/2 + γ3 ,
(21)
k=1
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U̇j =


γ 2
γ2 4
3/2
3
δ
U
−
δ
U
+
σφ
+
O
σ
+
γ
,
j
j
j,0
h2
12h2

15

(22)

The γ2 corrections modify the deterministic terms of the model (17) to (when
γ = 1) classic finite difference expressions of fourth order consistency as
element size h → 0; the noise induced σ terms are the straightforward forcing
of the model dynamics. It is the next iteration that begins to account for
interesting subgrid scale stochastic processes within the finite sized elements.
Let the amplitude be flexible Observe that due to the above correction uj′ , the field evaluated at the grid points x = Xj is no longer the amplitude Uj as we initially requested
P∞by (12); instead, with this correction
the grid value u(Xj, t) = Uj + σ k=2,even Zkφj,k . Insisting that the evolution U̇j = gj′ does not have any memory convolutions implies we cannot
require the amplitudes Uj to be the grid values u(Xj, t). We must abandon
absolute control over the meaning of the amplitudes when modelling nonautonomous dynamical systems. In the geometry of state space, removing
memory convolutions from the evolution implicitly requires that the amplitudes be constant along the so-called isochrons in the neighbourhood of the
centre manifold [14].

3.3

Some convolutions need to be separated

A more delicate issue arises in subsequent corrections. The next iteration
uses (21), whence the coupling conditions have
residual(3) = γσ

∞
X

k=2,even


[Zkφj,k − Zkφj±1,k] + O σ3 + γ3 .

Satisfy the coupling conditions (16) with the above residual(3) by incorporating into the approximate field (21), the following correction uj′ (quadratic
across the element)


+γσ (θ/π)µδ +

∞
 X

1
(θ/π)2δ2
2

k=2,even

Zkφj,k .

Then using (22) and the above added to the right-hand side of (21), the
diffusion spde has
∞
δ2 X
Zkφj,k
residual(14) = γσ 2
h k=2,even
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− γσ (θ/π)µδ + 12 (θ/π)2δ2
3

+O σ +γ

3



"

∞
X

k=0,even

φj,k −

∞
X

k=2,even

#

βkZkφj,k

(23)

,


with coupling condition residual(3) = O σ3 + γ3 . The terms in (23) involve
the interaction of noise terms with the inter-element coupling, flagged by σγ.
We proceed to find the correction they force through solving (15) which
identifies how such a forcing affects the subgrid diffusion and time evolution.
Because all of the terms in the residual (23) have fast time variations, through
each of the noises φj,k, decompose the subgrid spatial structure into the
Fourier modes using
k−1
∞
4 X (−1) 2
sin kθ ,
(θ/π) = 2
π k=1,odd
k2

and

∞
1
4 X (−1)k/2
(θ/π) =
+
cos kθ .
12 π2 k=2,even k2
2

Then the above


∞
∞
X
1 2 X
1
βk
Zkφj,k − γσ δ
φj,k
+
residual(14) = γσδ
h2 24
24 k=0,even
k=2,even
" ∞
#
k−1
∞
∞
X
X
4 X (−1) 2
− γσ 2
sin kθ µδ
φj,ℓ −
βℓZℓφj,ℓ
π k=1,odd
k2
ℓ=0,even
ℓ=2,even
" ∞
#
∞
∞
X
X
2 X (−1)k/2
cos kθ δ2
φj,ℓ −
βℓZℓφj,ℓ
− γσ 2
π k=2,even k2
ℓ=0,even
ℓ=2,even

+ O σ3 + γ3 .
(24)
2

The components in csn kθ above are not an issue; they just induce a corresponding component in the correction uj′ via a further convolution Zk.
The components constant across the element, in the first line above, are the
delicate issue:
• we cannot match them by corrections uj′ as then uj′ would contain
integrals
√ in time of the noise processes which in general grow secularly
like t;
• neither can they be matched by corrections to the evolution gj′ as then
incongruous fast-time convolution integrals would appear in the model
of the long term dynamics.
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The appropriate alternative [13, 35, 12, 47] recognises that part of these comd
Zkφ = −βkZkφ+φ ,
ponents can be integrated in time: since for any φ(t), dt
from the convolution definition (20), thus


1
d
Zkφ =
− Zkφ + φ ,
(25)
βk
dt
and so separate such a convolution in the residual, when multiplied by the
neutral mode of a constant across the element, into:
d
Zkφ/βk , which is integrated into the next update uj′
• the first part, − dt
for the subgrid field;

• and the second part, φ/βk , which updates gj′ without introducing a
fast-time memory convolution into the evolution.
For the example residual (24) the terms in the first line thus force terms


∞
X
1
1
2
−γσδ
Zkφj,k
+
2k2
π
24
k=2,even
into the subgrid field making it now


uj(x, t) = Uj + γ 21 (θ/π)2δ2 + (θ/π)µδ Uj


1
+ γ2 16 ((θ/π)3 − (θ/π))µδ3 + 24
((θ/π)4 − (θ/π)2)δ4
∞
X
+σ
Zkφj,k csn kθ
k=1

k−1
∞
4 X (−1) 2
− γσ 2
sin kθ µδ
π k=1,odd
k2

"

∞
X

Zkφj,ℓ −

∞
X

#

βℓZk,ℓφj,ℓ

ℓ=2,even
" ℓ=0,even
#
∞
∞
∞
k/2
X
X
X
2
(−1)
− γσ 2
Zkφj,ℓ −
βℓZk,ℓφj,ℓ
cos kθ δ2
π k=2,even k2
ℓ=0,even
ℓ=2,even


∞
X

1
1
Zkφj,k + O σ3 + γ3 ,
(26)
+
− γσδ2
2
2
π k
24
k=2,even

where Zk,ℓ denotes the two compounded convolutions ZkZℓ. More interestingly, the terms in the first line of the example residual (24) also force the
correction to the evolution
"
#
∞
X
1
1
1
gj′ = γσδ2 − φj,0 + 2
φj,k .
(27)
24
π k=2,even k2
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This separation, of the forcing constant across each element, ensures that
the subgrid field uj is always bounded, and the model evolution for the
amplitudes Uj does not have any incongruous fast time convolutions.
When the residual component has many convolutions, then apply this separation recursively.
Continuing this iterative construction gives more and more accurate models.
The iteration terminates when the residuals are zero to some specified order.
Then the Approximation Theorem of centre manifold theory [5, Theorem 8.1]
assures us that the model has the same order of error as the residual. For
example, adding (27) to (22), the model evolution is
U̇j =

γ 2
γ2 4
δ
U
−
δ Uj + σφj,0
j
2
h2
12h
"
#
∞

1
1 X 1
2
3
3
+ γσδ − φj,0 + 2
φ
+
O
σ
+
γ
.
j,k
24
π k=2,even k2

(28)

The order of error comes from the terms present in the residuals but so far
ignored when determining corrections.

3.4

Diffusion correlates noise across space

Because simple diffusion is linear, there are no stochastic interaction terms,
those of O σ2 , in the model (28). But note that the noise applied to the
jth grid value Uj is coupled to the noise sources in neighbouring elements
through the second difference δ2φj,k terms. This coupling arises because the
noise in one element creates spatial structures that diffuse out into neighbouring elements and affect the evolution. The coupling does not depend
upon element size because the diffusion time into a neighbouring element
has the same time scale as diffusive decay within each element.
The analysis so far applies whether the forcing φ(x, t) is deterministic or
stochastic: (28) also models deterministic forcing. However, when the forcing
components φj,k are independent stochastic processes then the model may
be simplified as described in this and the next subsection.
The asymptotic approximation (28) models forced diffusion dynamics, (14),
when we set the coupling parameter γ = 1 . Undesirably, the resultant model
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has infinite sums of noise components:
"
#
∞
X
1
1
1 4
1
1 2
δ Uj +σφj,0 +σδ2 − φj,0 + 2
φj,k . (29)
U̇j = 2 δ Uj −
h
12h2
24
π k=2,even k2
But these noises are unknown. Thus we may combine the infinite sums of
noise terms into new unknown noises with the same statistics as the infinite
sums. Let us explore two more different versions.
1. The combination
v
u∞
X 1
1
1
1 u
1
t
^ j(t)
^ j(t) = √
φ
φ
≡
φ
j,k
2
2
2
4
π k=2,even k
4π
n
12
10
n=1
∞
X

^ j(t) represents the cumuwhere the effectively new stochastic noise φ
lative effect of the infinite sum of the stochastic components φj,k for
k even. Thus the model (29) becomes
h
i
1 4
1
2^
1 2
1
√
δ
U
+
σ
φ
−
δ
φ
(30)
U̇j = 2 δ2Uj −
δ
φ
+
j
j,0
j .
j,0
24
12 10
h
12h2
Instead of the infinite number of noise processes in (29), this model has
only 2M noise modes for a spatial domain with M elements.

2. A further slight simplification of the model combines the two second
difference δ2 terms through replacing the noise components by the orthogonal combination
q
q 



5
2 
−
ψj(t)
7
7  φj(t)

q
q
^ j(t) .
^ j(t) =
2
5
φ
ψ
7

7

Then the model (30) becomes

1
1 4
U̇j = 2 δ2Uj −
δ Uj + σ
h
12h2

q

5
ψ
7 j

−

1
24

q

7 2
δ ψj
5

+

q



2^
ψ
7 j

. (31)

Although both these models have 2M noise modes, Appendix A proves that
we cannot reduce this to the minimal M modes without making the model undesirably nonlocal. Centre manifold theory supports the particular weighted
combination of noise in the model (31) as providing an appropriate balance
between noise correlated between neighbouring elements, and independent
noise in each element. Thus I commend models (30) or (31) as a discretisation for the stochastically forced diffusion equation (14).
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Next nearest neighbour elements affect noise

Continue the analysis of the previous subsections to explore the terms in σγ2.
These terms involve the forcing noise, coupling across five elements, and their
interaction with the mechanism of diffusion.
Computer algebra [49, §5] uses iteration to compute the stochastic centre
manifold model. The iteration, based upon the processes explained in previous subsections, terminates when the residuals of the forced diffusion equation (14) and the coupling ibcs (3) are zero to some specified order in the
small parameters γ and σ. Then the Approximation Theorem for spdes [5,
Theorem 8.1] assures us that the model is constructed to the same order of
error. The main limitation of the computer algebra program [49] is that the
infinite sums over Fourier modes must be truncated to finite sums. Extrapolating the patterns of coefficients from truncating to nine Fourier modes, the
resultant improvement to (29) is the model
"
#
∞
X
1
γ 2
1
γ2 4
U̇j =
δ Uj −
δ Uj + σφj,0 + γσδ2 − φj,0 +
φ
2k2 j,k
h2
12h2
24
π
k=2,even
"
#


∞
X
1
17
1
φj,k
φj,0 −
+
+ γ2σδ4
2880
12π2k2 π4k4
k=2,even

+ O σ3, γ3 .
(32)

Again the infinite sums of unknown noise terms may be simplified, but now
through first replacing by two equivalent noise sources. A little Gramm–
Schmidt orthonormalisation1 shows
"
# " 1
#
#"
P∞
1
^ j(t)
√
0
φ
φ
2
2
j,k
k=2,even π k
≡ 12 1 10
,

P∞
1√
1
1
√
+
φ
φ̃
(t)
j,k
2
2
4
4
j
k=2,even 12π k
π k
112 10 5040 2

^ j(t) and φ̃j(t) independent of φj,0. Thus the model (32)
for some new noises φ
is equivalent to

1 4
1
17 4
1 2
δ Uj −
δ Uj + σ φj,0 − δ2φj,0 +
δ φj,0
U̇j =
2
2
h
12h
24
2880

1
1
1
2^
4^
4
√ δ φj −
√ δ φ̃j ,
+ √ δ φj −
(33)
12 10
112 10
5040 2
1
uses the sums
P∞ The−6Gramm–Schmidt
Porthonormalisation
∞
6
−8
8
n
=
π
/945
and
n
=
π
/9450
.
n=1
n=1

P∞

n=1

n−4 = π4 /90 ,
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upon also putting γ = 1 to recover a fully coupled model. It does not appear
particularly useful to transform this model in order to reduce the number
of differences δ appearing. See that the model (33) extends the lower order
model (30) by including some fourth differences δ4. These fourth differences
of noise processes provides further subtle correlations among the noises and
how they affect the diffusive dynamics in each element.

4

Nonlinear dynamics have irreducible noise
interactions

The forced diffusion equation (14) is a linear spde; consequently, its models,
such as (26), (32) and (33), are also linear in the noise magnitude σ. Using the
example of the forced Burgers’ spde (1), we now explore the discretisation
of nonlinear spdes. Consider the iterative construction of the stochastic
centre manifold model to effects quadratic in the magnitude σ of the noise.
We primarily seek two types of terms in the model: terms in σ2 as these
generate mean drift forcing from the noise; and also terms in σ2Uj as these
reflect the influence of noise on the linear stability of Burgers’ spde (1) [47,
Figure 2] and [5, p.544].

4.1

Separate products of convolutions

In the iterative construction of a stochastic centre manifold we use the residuals of the governing spde to drive corrections, equation (15), to an approximate centre manifold model. In analysing nonlinear spdes, such as the
stochastically forced Burgers’ spde (1), products of memory convolutions
appear in the residual. Furthermore, these convolutions will be over multiple
time scales: even in the linear diffusion spde (14) the model (26) has double convolutions Zk,ℓ. Seeking terms quadratic in the noise magnitude σ we
thus generally have to deal with quadratic products of multiple convolutions
appearing in the residual.
Obtain corrections from residuals To cater for the general case, define
multiple convolutions. Let Zk denote the operator of multiple convolutions
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in time where vector k indicates the decay rate of the corresponding convolution, that is, the operator
Zk = Zk1 ,k2 ,... = exp(−βk1 t) ⋆ exp(−βk2 t) ⋆ · · · ⋆

and Z = 1 ,

(34)

in terms of the convolution (20); consequently
∂tZk1 ,k2 ,... = −βk1 Zk1 ,k2 ,... + Zk2 ,... .

(35)

Note: the order of the convolutions does not matter [48, Appendix, e.g.];
however, keeping intact the order of the convolutions seems useful to most
easily cancel like terms in the residual of the governing spde.
Recall that Sections 3.2–3.3 discusses how to determine updates uj′ and gj′ to
the subgrid field and the model evolution when the residual contains terms
linear in the noise: from (15) we may consider each term in the right-hand
side in turn and solve equations of the form
∂uj′ ∂2uj′
−
+ gj′ = σf(θ)Zkφj,n .
2
∂t
∂x
Sections 3.2–3.3 describe how to solve such equations. For nonlinear problems, such as the stochastically forced Burgers’ equation (1), we additionally
have to solve for corrections for each term of the form quadratic in the noise
of the right-hand side of
∂uj′ ∂2uj′
−
+ gj′ = σ2f(θ)Zℓφj,nZkφi,m .
∂t
∂x2
As in Sections 3.2–3.3, two cases arise:
• firstly, for each components of the subgrid structure f(θ) in csn pθ for
wavenumber p ≥ 1 , there is no difficulty in simply including in the
correction to the subgrid field the component
σ2 csn pθ Zp [Zℓφj,nZkφi,m]
with its extra convolution in time;
• secondly, for the component in f(θ) that is constant across an element,
we have to separate the part of Zℓφj,nZkφi,m that has a bounded integral in time, and hence updates the subgrid field uj′ , from the so-called
secular part that does not have a bounded integral and hence must
update the model evolution gj′ .
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Integrate by parts to separate To extract quadratic corrections to the
evolution, use integration by parts so all non-integrable convolutions are
reduced to the canonical form of the convolution being entirely over one
of the noises in a quadratic term, that is, the canonical irreducible form is
φj,nZkφi,m. Rewrite the convolution ode (35) as
βkZk.k′ = −∂tZk.k′ + Zk′ ,
where the vector of convolution parameters is k = k · k ′ so that k is the first
component of k, and k ′ is the vector (if any) of the second and subsequent
components of k. Then for any φ and ψ
Z
Zk·k′ φZℓ·ℓ′ ψ dt
Z
1
=
βkZk·k′ φZℓ·ℓ ′ ψ + Zk·k′ φβℓZℓ·ℓ′ ψ dt
βk + βℓ
Z
1
[−∂tZk·k′ φ + Zk′ φ] Zℓ·ℓ′ ψ + Zk·k′ φ [−∂tZℓ·ℓ′ ψ + Zℓ′ ψ] dt
=
βk + βℓ
Z
1
∂
=
− [Zk·k′ φZℓ·ℓ ′ ψ] + Zk′ φZℓ·ℓ ′ ψ + Zk·k′ φZℓ ′ ψ dt
βk + βℓ
∂t
Z
1
1
= −
Z ′ φZℓ·ℓ′ ψ +
Zk′ φZℓ·ℓ′ ψ + Zk·k′ φZℓ ′ ψ dt .
βk + βℓ k·k
βk + βℓ
Observe that each of the two components in the integrand on the last line
above has one fewer convolutions that the initial integrand. Thus this integration by parts in time t can be done until we reach terms of the form
φj,nZkφi,m in the integrand: assign all the terms that can be integrated to
update the subgrid field uj′ . The irreducible terms remaining in the integrand,
those in the form φj,nZkφi,m, must thus go to update the evolution gj′ .
Computer algebra [49, §6] implements these steps in its iteration to derive
the asymptotic series of the stochastic centre manifold of an spde.

4.2

Strong model of stochastic dynamics are complex

Now look at the details of the discrete model of the stochastically forced
Burgers’ spde (1). Computer algebra [49] derives the following leading terms
in the asymptotic series of the model U̇j = gj(U, t, ǫ) . This model would
be one of the most complicated models you ever wish to consider. The
algebraic length reflects the complexity of the multiple physical processes
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acting on the subgrid scale structures forced by the rich stochastic spectrum
of noise. Fortunately the arguments of the next section simplify the model
significantly. Scan over the following model to the discussion following.
1 2
1
2 1
4
δ
U
−
γ
δ
U
−
γα
UjµδUj
j
j
h2
12h2
h


3
1 2
δ + γ2( 640
+ 8π14 )δ4 φj,0
+σ
1 − γ 24

U̇j = γ


1
+ γ 4π12 δ2 − γ2( 48π
2 +



φj,2 − α

2h
Ujφj,1
π2


1 
2
8
1
1
5
U
µδφ
−
µδφ
+
(
+
)δ
φ
j
j,0
j,2
j,1
2
2
π
4
12
3π
h2π2

1
1
10
+ µδUj 4 φj,2 + ( 6 + 3π2 )µδφj,1

1
− δ2Uj ( 16 + 3π12 )φj,1 − ( 24
+ 6π52 )δ2φj,1

+ αγ

−

1
)δ4
16π4

2
2 8h
U2jφj,0
α
4
3π


h 
2
2
−2φ
Z
φ
+
φ
Z
φ
+
φ
Z
φ
j,0
1
j,1
j,1
2
j,2
j,2
1
j,1
5
5
π2

1
φ
Z
µδ
φj,2
+ αγ 2 −32φj,0Z1,2µδ − 54 φj,1Z2,2δ2 + 32
j,2
1,2
5
hπ
h 
1
+ 3π52 )Z1δ2φj,1
+ αγ 2 φj,0 π82 Z1µδ(φj,0 + φj,2) + ( 12
π


1
13
− ( 14 + π82 )Z2µδφj,2 + φj,1Z2 15 δ2φj,0 − ( 20
+ 150π
2 )φj,2

+ σ2 α

1
+
+ φj,2 − 5π82 Z1µδ(φj,0 + φj,2) − ( 60

1
4
+ ( 8 + 5π2 )Z2µδφj,2

2
1
) + ( 24
+ 6π52 )δ2 φj,1
15π2

2
17
1
17
1
δ2φj,1 Z2 ( 60
+ 75π
φj,2
2 ) + ( 120 + 150π2 )δ

2
2
1
44
1
17
δ φj,2 Z1 ( 20 + 75π2 ) + ( 120 + 150π2 )δ φj,1

10
1
8
µδφj,0 ( 61 + 3π
2 )Z1µδφj,1 + ( 4 − 5π2 )Z2φj,2
1
34
µδφj,1( 30
+ 75π
2 )Z2µδφj,2

1
34
1
4
µδφj,2 −( 30 + 75π
2 )Z1µδφj,1 + ( 8 − 5π2 )Z2φj,2

1
+
+ δ2φj,0 Z1 −( 12

−

−
+
−
+

17
)Z1δ2φj,1
75π2



h


1
16
h2
+ α 2 Uj − 3 φj,0 2Z1,2 + π2 Z2 φj,2
π



2
8
16
− 15
φj,1 Z2,1 − 4h
Z
φ
+
φ
2Z1,2 +
1
j,1
π2
15 j,2

+ O σ3, α3 + γ3 .
2



h2
Z
π2 2

i
φj,2

(36)
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Table 1: number of terms in the evolution U̇j = gj(U, t, ǫ) when only three
Fourier modes are used for the subgrid stochastic structures: the numbers
in italics count the terms in the model (36). Expect many more terms when
using more Fourier modes. Blank entries in the table are unknown.
σ0
σ1
σ2
3
3
3
α
0 0
α
1 13
α
9
2
2
2
α
0 3 14
α
1 16 82
α
6 156
1
1
1
α
0 2 8 19
α
1 11 45 93
α
3 42 238
α0 0 3 5 7
α0 1 6 10 14
α0 0
0
0 0
0
1
2
3
0
1
2
3
0
1
γ γ γ γ
γ γ γ γ
γ
γ
γ2 γ3
The model resolves noise, nonlinearity and inter-element
 interac3
3
3
tions The model (36) is computed to residuals O σ , α + γ  and hence
the model has this order of error. The truncation to errors O σ3 ensures the
model retains the interesting quadratic noise interaction terms parametrised

by σ2 seen in the last 14 lines of (36). The truncation to error O α3 + γ3 resolves linear dynamics within and between next nearest neighbour elements,
and nonlinear dynamics within and between nearest neighbour elements.
Truncate to three Fourier modes The model (36), complicated as it
is, resolves
P2 just the first three Fourier modes of the forcing noise, namely
φ =
k=0 φj,k(t) csn kθ . Similarly, the model (36) only resolves subgrid
scale structure in the same three Fourier modes. In principle, the computer
algebra [49] could generate models with many more subgrid scale modes;
however, computer memory currently limits me to three modes for this analysis of the forced Burgers’ spde (1).
Table 1 indicates the level of complexity of the multiparameter asymptotic
series via a sort of Newton diagram. The table reports the number of terms
in various parts of the model U̇j = gj(U, t, ǫ) , there are vastly more terms
describing the subgrid scale structure uj(U, x, t, ǫ) within each element. The
critical point is that if we pursue higher order truncations, or more Fourier
modes, then the complexity of the model increases alarmingly. Thus, for the
moment, I choose to truncate the model as in (36).
Linear diffusion is a subset The diffusion model (32) appears in the
first three lines of the nonlinear model (36) when the nonlinearity parameter
α = 0 . The only differences are due to the finite truncation of the Fourier
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modes in this section: the infinite sums do not appear; and the coefficient
of the γ2σδ4φj,0 term has a small error from the modal truncation. The
nonlinear model just modifies the model of linear diffusion.
Abandon fast time convolutions The undesirable feature of the large
time model (36) is the inescapable appearance in the quadratic noise terms
of fast time convolutions, such as Z1φj,1 = exp(−π2t/h2) ⋆ φ1 and Z1,2φj,2 =
exp(−π2t/h2) ⋆ exp(−4π2t/h2) ⋆ φj,2 . These require resolution of the subgrid fast time scales in order to maintain fidelity with the original Burgers’
spde (1) and so require incongruously small time steps for a supposedly
slowly evolving model. However, maintaining fidelity with the details of the
white noise source φ(x, t) is a pyrrhic victory when we are only interested in
the relatively slow long term dynamics. Instead we need only those parts of
the quadratic noise factors, such as φj,0Z1φj,1 and φj,0Z1,2φj,2, that over the
macroscopic time scales are firstly correlated with the other processes that
appear and secondly independent of the other processes. The next section
explores how these components of the quadratic noises not only introduce
factors of effectively new independent noises into the model, but also introduce a deterministic drift due to stochastic resonance (as also noted by Drolet
& Vinal [16]).

5

Stochastic resonance influences deterministic dynamics

Chao & Roberts [12, 47, 48] argued that quadratic terms involving memory
integrals of the noise were effectively new drift and new noise terms when
viewed over the long time scales of the relatively slow evolution of a model
such as (36). The arguments of Chao & Roberts [12, 47, 48] rely upon
the noise being stochastic white noise. The strong model (36) faithfully
tracks any given realisation of the original Burgers’ spde [5, Theorem 7.1(i),
e.g.] whether the forcing is deterministic or stochastic; however, now we
derive a weak model for the case of stochastic forcing. The weak model only
maintains fidelity to solutions of the original Burgers’ spde (1) in a weak
sense—we cannot know which realisations ensure a match between the model
and Burgers’ spde because of the effectively new noises on the macroscale of
the model.
Analogously, Just et al. [24] argued that fast time deterministic chaos appears
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as noise when viewed over long time scales. In the case of deterministic
forcing of Burgers’ equation (1), perhaps similar arguments to those of Just
et al. could map the strong model (36), with its troublesome fast time scales,
into a stochastic model over the large time scales of interest.

5.1

Canonical quadratic noise interactions

In the strong model (36) we need to understand and summarise the long
term effects of the quadratic noises that appear in the form φjZkφi and
φjZk,ℓφi , where here φi and φj represent the various possibilities for the
components φj,k. The noises φi and φj may be independent or they may
be the same process depending upon the term under consideration. We aim
to replace such noise terms by a corresponding stochastic differential dy/dt
for some Stratonovich stochastic process y with some drift and volatility:
dy = ()dt + ()dW for a Wiener process W. Thus we must understand the
long term dynamics of Stratonovich stochastic processes y1 and y2 defined
via the nonlinear sdes
dy1
= φjZkφi and
dt

dy2
= φjZℓ,kφi .
dt

(37)

Use the argument in [48] to proceed. Name the two convolutions that appear
in the nonlinear terms (37) as z1 = Zkφi and z2 = Zℓ,kφi . They satisfy the
sdes (25). Now put the sdes (37) and (25) together: we must understand
the long term properties of y1 and y2 governed by the coupled system
ẏ1 = z1φj ,
ẏ2 = z2φj ,

ż1 = −βkz1 + φi ,
ż2 = −βℓz2 + z1 .

(38)

There are two cases labelled by s to consider: when i = j the two source
noises φi and φj are identical, s = 1 ; but when i 6= j the two noise sources
are independent, s = 0 .
Centre manifold theory applied to the Fokker–Planck equation for the system (38) proves [48, §4] that as time t → ∞ the probability density function
(pdf)



P(y, z, t) → A exp −(βk + βℓ) z21 − 2βℓz1z2 + βℓ(βk + βℓ)z22

 ∂p
× p − s z21 − 2βℓz1z2 + 2βℓ(βk + βℓ)z22 + B1
∂y1
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 ∂p
− s (βk + βℓ)z22 + B2
+···
∂y2

,

(39)

exponentially quickly for some normalisation constants A, B1 and B2, and
for some evolving p(y, t). Interpret p(y, t) as a type of conditional probability density. Simultaneously with finding the next order corrections to
this pdf P(y, z, t), I found in [48] that the relatively slowly varying, quasiconditional probability density p evolves according to the Kramers–Moyal
expansion [34, 33, 56, e.g.]
#
"
1
1
∂p
∂p
1
βk +βℓ
: ∇∇p + · · · .
(40)
= − 21 s
+
1
1
∂t
∂y1 4βk βk +β
βℓ (βk +βℓ )
ℓ
The centre manifold relevance theorem [46, §2.2.2, e.g.] assures us that this
pde for the evolution of the quasi-pdf p(y, t) models the dynamics for large
time. The pde describes the evolution of the interesting modes y that arise
as noises interacting nonlinearly with each other.

5.2

Translate to a corresponding SDE

Interpret (40) as a Fokker–Planck equation for the sdes


ψ
(t)
ψ
(t)
1
ψ
(t)
1
1
2
√
ẏ1 = 12 s + √
and ẏ2 =
+√
.
βk + βℓ
2βk
2βk
2βℓ

(41)

Of course there are many coupled sdes whose Fokker–Planck equation is (40):
for example, Just et al. [24] choose their volatility matrix to be the positive
definite, symmetric square root of the diffusivity matrix in (40). For our
purposes any of the possible volatility matrices would suffice: in constructing
a weak model via the Fokker–Planck equations we necessarily lose fidelity of
paths, and now only require fidelity of distributions and correlations. To
obtain the form of the noise terms in the sde (41) use the unique Cholesky
factorisation of the symmetric diffusion matrix in (40). Using the Cholesky
decomposition to determine the volatility matrix in the sde (41) ensures that
nearly half the terms in the volatility matrix are zero. Furthermore, using the
Cholesky decomposition also ensures that if we were to analyse the dynamics
of Burgers’ spde (1) to higher orders, then the higher order convolutions of
noise that would arise do not change this 2 × 2 Cholesky factorisation [48,
§5]. Thus the sdes (41) are our a model for the evolution of the irreducible
convolutions (37) over long times.
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As argued by Chao & Roberts [12, 47] and proved in [48, Appendix], the two
ψi(t) are new noises independent of φi and φj over long time scales. The
remarkable feature to see in the sdes (41) is that for the case of identical
noise, φi = φj , that is s = 1 , there is a mean drift 21 in the stochastic
process y1; there is no mean drift in any other process nor in the other case,
s = 0.
You might query the role of the neglected terms, indicated by the ellipsis · · · ,
in the Kramers–Moyal expansions of the pdf (39) and the proposed Fokker–
Planck equation (40). In the pdf (39) the neglected terms just provide more
details of the non-Gaussian structure of the pdf in the slowly evolving long
time dynamics. The effects of the neglected terms in (40) correspond to
algebraically decaying departures from the second order truncation that we
interpret as a Fokker–Planck equation. Such algebraically decaying transients
may represent slow decay of non-Markovian effects among the y variables.
However, the truncation (40) that we interpret as a Fokker–Planck equation
is the lowest order structurally stable model and so will adequately model
the dynamics of y1 and y2 over the longest time scales. Just et al. [24] in
their equation (11) similarly truncate to second order.

5.3

Transform the strong model (36) to be usefully
weak.

The quadratic noises in (36) involve the convolutions Z1 and Z2 which have
respective decay rates β1 = π2/h2 and β2 = 4π2/h2 . Thus via various
instances of the sdes (41), to obtain a model for long time scales we replace
the quadratic noises in (36) as follows:
1
h
δijδmn + √ ψnmk(t) ,
2
kπ 2


3
h
1
1
√ ψnmℓ(t) + √ ψnmℓk(t) , (42)
7→
π3(k2 + ℓ2) ℓ 2
k 2

φj,nZkφi,m 7→

φj,nZk,ℓφi,m

where ψnmk and ψnmℓk are the effectively new and independent white noises,
that is, derivatives of new independent Wiener processes. I omit the subscripts of i and j on ψ and henceforth on φ because they are redundant when
we record the model using centred mean and difference operators. Note that
δij and δmn, with its pair of subscripts, do not denote a centred difference
but rather denote the Dirac delta to cater for the case of the self interaction
of a noise when there is a mean drift effect.
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Computer algebra [49, §9] implements the transformations (42) in the strong
model (36) to derive the weak model
1 4
1
1 2
δ Uj − γ2
δ Uj − γα UjµδUj
2
2
h
12h
h

+ σ φ0 − .2026αhUjφ1 − .02738α2h2U2jφ2

U̇j = γ

+ γσδ2 (−.04167φ0 + .02533φ2) + γ2σδ4 (.005971φ0 − .002752φ2)
+ αhγσ {µδUj [.02533φ2 + .05111µδφ1]


+ δ2Uj −.02031φ1 + .01278δ2φ1


+ Uj µδ (.08213φ0 − .02533φ2) + .02555δ2φ1

+ αh2σ2 (−.04561ψ011 + .004561ψ122 + .009122ψ211)
+ αh2γσ2 [µδ2 (.01849ψ001 + .01849ψ021 − .01479ψ0212 − .01949ψ022
− .003697ψ201 − .003697ψ221 + .002958ψ2212 + .003828ψ222)
+ µδ1 (.001002ψ022 + .0005011ψ222)
+ µδ1µδ2 (.0115ψ011 − .0009038ψ122 − .001808ψ211)
+ δ22 (.005752ψ011 + .0002311ψ102 − .0007858ψ122
− .0001155ψ1222 − .0009038ψ211)
+ δ21 (−.002209ψ011 − .0004519ψ122 − .002496ψ211)

+ δ21δ22 (.002876ψ011 − .000226ψ122 − .0004519ψ211)

+ α2h3σ2Uj (−.004929ψ0212 − .008626ψ022 + .004929ψ111
− .0002465ψ1112 − .0001232ψ112 + .0009859ψ2212 + .001725ψ222)

+ .01643α2h2σ2Uj + O σ3, α3 + γ3 ,
(43)

where µδ1 and δ21 denote differences in the first grid variable implicit in
the noises ψ, whereas µδ2 and δ22 denote differences in the second implicit
grid variable. The value of the model (43) is that there are no fast time
scale processes within it. It is truly a model of the long time dynamics.
Of course the fluctuating processes φn and ψnmk have fluctuations over all
time scales, but we know how to integrate these with macroscopic time steps.
The complexity of the model (43) reflects the complexity of the inter-element
interactions and the subgrid scale processes resolved in this rigorous approach
to forming discretisations of spdes.

The stochastic components of the model (43), and (36), are actually more
complex than it might appear: the difference operatorss hide a lot of detail.
Any one apparent noise source ψnmk actually represents 5M independent
noise sources over all the M elements. In order to clarify all the discrete
differences of ψnmk that appear, temporarily reinstate the implicit subscripts.
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For the jth element we need the nine noise components ψjjnmk, ψj±1,jnmk,
ψj,j±1,nmk and ψj±1,j±1,nmk in order to compute all the differences that appear
in (43). Of these, seven of the noises are used in computing the differences in
the (j±1)th element, and two are also used in computing the differences in the
(j ± 2)th element. Consequently each of the σ2γ noises that appear in (43)
actually represent, in nett effect, five independent noise sources for each
element. Such terms reflect subtle cross-correlations between the stochastic
dynamics within neighbouring finite elements.
Stochastic induced drift affects stability The terms quadratic in the
noise magnitude, indicated by σ2, are particularly complicated; with relatively small numerical coefficient perhaps we could ignore them. Except one
important term. The last known term in (43), namely +.01643α2h2σ2Uj, is
a mean effect of the noise interacting through the nonlinearity. The positive
coefficient of this term shows that the self interactions of each of the many
subgrid scale noises actually act to promote growth of macroscale structures
in the Burgers’ dynamics. For many practical purposes we could probably
ignore all the σ2 terms except this one term because of its potential macroscopic effects over long times. Indeed, because of its potential importance, I
included this term in the introductory model (4).
Similarly, Boxler [5, p.544], Drolet & Vinals [16, 17] and Knobloch & Weisenfeld [27] and Vanden–Eijnden [57, p.68] found stability modifying linear terms
in their analyses of stochastically perturbed bifurcations and systems. Recall
that the Relevance Theorem by Boxler [5, Theorem 7.3(a)] proves that the
stability of an original sde is the same as the model sde on the stochastic
centre manifold; thus growth promoting terms in the model sdes do represent dynamics of the Burgers’ spde (1). Analogously to these effects of
microscale noise on the macroscale dynamics, Just et al. [24] sought to determine how microtime deterministic chaos, not noise, translates into a new
effective stochastic noise in the slow modes of a deterministic dynamical system. The analysis here shows that noise in many subgrid modes contribute
to destabilise the trivial equilibrium u = 0.

5.4

Consolidate the new noise

Orthonormalisation simplifies the representation of the effects of all the noise
terms in (43): this subsection reduces the 16 quadratic noises to just seven
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equivalent noise sources. Because the noise terms appearing in (43) are unknown in detail, we may replace linear combinations of them by one equivalent noise term as Sections 3.4 and 3.5 did for the model of linear diffusion.
Recall that we have to be careful to maintain the correct correlations between
the various places that the noise terms appear. The situation is fiendishly
more complicated in the highly complex model (43) for the nonlinear Burgers’ spde (1), in comparison to the earlier diffusion spde (14), because the
noises appear in many more places in different combinations (indicated by
the parenthetical groupings in (43)).
• Because of the severe truncation in the number of retained Fourier
modes, there is no significant simplification possible in the terms linear
in the noise magnitude σ: the φn noises just occur in too many places;
if we had an infinite sum of Fourier modes, as in Section 3.4 and 3.5,
then the infinite noise components perhaps would be reduced to the
form of (43).
• Now turn to the quadratic noise terms in (43). Computer algebra [49,
§9] extracts the eight different combinations of noises ψ in the weak
model (43). Then a Gramm–Schmidt orthonormalisation of the vectors
of coefficients is essentially a QR decomposition of the transpose of
the matrix of noise coefficients: namely, factor the noise contributions
to RT QT ψ where ψ is the vector of noise processes, QT is an orthogonal
matrix, and RT is a lower triangular matrix. Then χ = QT ψ are a
vector of new independent noise processes to replace ψ. For our weak
model (43), only the first seven rows of RT are non-zero, and hence only
the first seven components of the new noises χ are significant. Thus
the seven new noises χ replace the 16 noises ψ with coefficients in RT .
Computer algebra [49, §9] computes the QR factorisation of the quadratic
noise coefficients in the weak model (43). However, the computer algebra
also handles the case of four Fourier modes, instead of the three Fourier
modes used to compute (43). There is a significant difference in the amount
of detail: with truncation to four Fourier modes the weak model (43) has
92 terms in its centred difference form; in comparison, with truncation to
three Fourier modes the weak model (43) has 53 terms in its centred difference
form. However, upon replacing the quadratic noises ψ to equivalent noises χ
the resultant weak model has complexity largely independent of the number
of retained Fourier modes. The model from four Fourier modes is
1
1
1 4
U̇j = γ 2 δ2Uj − γ2
δ Uj − γα UjµδUj
2
h
12h
h
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+ σ φ0 + αhUj(−.2026φ1 + .02252φ3) − .02555α2h2U2jφ2

+ γσδ2 (−.04167φ0 + .02533φ2) + γ2σδ4 (.005971φ0 − .002752φ2)
+ αhγσ {µδUj [.02533φ2 + µδ(.05111φ1 − .00649φ3)]


+ δ2Uj (−.02031φ1 − .0001769φ3) + δ2(.01278φ1 − .001622φ3)


+ Uj µδ (.08314φ0 − .02533φ2) + δ2(.02555φ1 − .003245φ3)

+ .04681αh2σ2χ1
+ αh2γσ2 [µδ2 (.02163χ2 + .02949χ3)
+ µδ1 (−.0006027χ2 − .000111χ3 + .0008305χ4)
+ µδ1µδ2 (−.01168χ1 + .000587χ5)
+ δ22 (−.005875χ1 + .0001334χ5 + .0004103χ6)
+ δ21 (.001608χ1 − .002696χ5 − .0005192χ6 + .001116χ7)

+ δ21δ22 (−.00292χ1 + .0001468χ5)

+ .01126α2h3σ2Ujχ2 + .01751α2h2σ2Uj + O σ3, α3 + γ3 .

(44)

In this weak model, the new noises χn implicitly have two subscripts to
parametrise noise in pairs of nearby elements, as for ψnmk: these reflect some
of the subtle correlations between neighbouring elements. The differences
between this and the previous weak model (43) are the following:
• it is derived by resolving four subgrid Fourier modes within each element instead of three;
• the effects of the subgrid scale noise φ3 explicitly appear;
• the implicit effects of the subgrid scale noise φ3 change some of the coefficients slightly—for example, the interesting mean destabilising term
.01643α2h2σ2Uj in (43) is more accurately .01751α2h2σ2Uj in (44);
• the multitude of nonlinearity induced quadratic noise interactions have
been replaced by just seven completely equivalent noise processes χ
(although, as discussed earlier for ψ, these seven implicitly represent
five times as many independent noise processes per element!).

6

Conclusion

The crucial virtue of the weak model (44), as also recognised by Just et
al. [24], is that we may accurately take large time steps as all the fast dyTony Roberts, May 22, 2006
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namics have been eliminated. The critical innovation here is we have demonstrated, via the particular example of Burgers’ spde (1), how it is feasible
to analyse the net effect of many independent subgrid stochastic effects both
within an element and between neighbouring elements. Observe that we remove all memory integrals (convolutions) from the model and that quadratic
effects in the noise processes effectively generate a mean drift and abstract
effectively new noises. General formulae for modelling quadratic noise [48]
together with the iterative construction of stochastic centre manifold models [40] empower us to model a wide range of spdes.
Theoretical support for the models comes from dividing the spatial domain
into finite sized elements with coupling conditions (3), invoking stochastic
centre manifold theory [5], and then systematically analysing the subgrid
processes together with the appropriate physical coupling between the elements. This approach builds on its success in discretely modelling deterministic pdes [42, 44, 29, e.g.].
We sought solutions to Burgers’ spde (1) on a domain of size L with periodic boundary conditions so that the discrete models are homogeneous.
What about other domains with physical boundary conditions at their extremes? The coupling parameter γ controls the information flow between
adjacent elements; thus our truncation to a finite power in γ restricts the
influence in the model of any physical boundaries to just a few elements
near that physical boundary. Crucially, the approach proposed here is based
purely upon the local dynamics on small elements while seeking to maintain
fidelity with the solutions of the original spde. In the interior, the methods described here remain unchanged and thus produce the same models.
The same methodology, but with different details can account for physical
boundaries to produce a discrete model valid across the whole domain. This
has already been shown for the deterministic Burgers’ pde [45] and shear
dispersion in a channel [29].
Future research may find a useful simplification of the analysis used here if
it can determine the mean drift terms, quadratic in σ2, without having to
compute the other σ2 terms.
This approach to spatial discretisation may be extended easily to higher
spatial dimensions as already commenced for deterministic pdes [29, 30].
Because of the need to decompose the stochastic residuals into eigenmodes
on each element, the application to higher spatial dimensions are likely to
require tessellating space into simple rectangular elements for spdes.
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A

Local simple noise is impossible

I prove that we cannot reduce the number of the noise terms in (31) without
making the noises non-local. Suppose we have a noise term forcing the model
of the form
 

 ψ
2
a + bδ 1 ^ .
ψ
Seek to simplify by an orthogonal transformation to new noises (χ, χ
^ ) by
 
  
ψ
Q1 Q3 χ
.
^ = Q2 Q4 χ
^
ψ

Then the noise term
 
 


 ψ

 Q1 Q3 χ
2
2
a + bδ 1 ^ = a + bδ 1
^
Q2 Q4 χ
ψ
 

 χ
2
2
.
= (a + bδ )Q1 + Q2 (a + bδ )Q3 + Q4
χ
^

The noise χ
^ is eliminated and the model made simpler only when (a +
2
bδ )Q3 + Q4 = 0 ; that is,
Q4 = −(a + bδ2)Q3 .
But the entire Q matrix must also be orthogonal. Hence, among other equations,
Q1Q†2 + Q3Q†4 = 0 and Q2Q†2 + Q4Q†4 = 1 .
Using Q4 then makes these
Q1Q†2 = (a + bδ2)Q3Q†3 and Q2Q†2 + (a + bδ2)2Q3Q†3 = 1 ,
recognising that throughout all operator products are commutative as, in a
spatially homogeneous domain, the operators are identical at each point in
the spatial domain and hence the eigenvectors of the operators are identical,
namely spatial Fourier modes. Use the first equation to eliminate Q3Q†3 from
the second to obtain
Q2Q†2 + (a + bδ2)Q1Q†2 = 1


⇔ Q2 + (a + bδ2)Q1 Q†2 = 1 .

But if Q1 and Q2 are to be local operators, then this equation can only be
satisfied if both Q2+(a+bδ2)Q1 and Q†2 are scalars. Hence (a+bδ2)Q1 must
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be a scalar which is impossible for a local operator Q1. This contradiction
proves we cannot reduce the number of noise modes in (31) while maintaining
locality in the model.
I expect analogous results for more complex models, and so, for example, do
not even consider simplifying the analogous noise components of (33).
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